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Introduction
The dielectric resonator of shielded nature acted as filter and 

oscillator with requirement of high Q value later the resonator 
where found to radiate in incomplete conducting environment 
which was noticed initially by Richtmyer in early 1939 [1] later Long 
et al. [2] studied the DRA both theoretically and experimentally 
since then piecemeal analysis on identifying Q-factor by Gastine 
et al. [3]. Constructing DRA as a small antenna by Sager, Tisi [4], 
evaluation of different modes and supporting them with numerical 
results by Van Bladel [5,6] were reported. The First review of 
DRA by Rajesh K Mongia et al. [7], contributed pristine simplified 
collated information on modes, frequency based designing for 
various shapes and conditions like isolated and metallic plane 
supported DRA. Dielectric resonator antenna appealing engineers 
due to their mechanical simplicity, nil inherent conductor loss, easy 
optimization and different characteristics of radiation was obtained 
for excitation of different modes due to unique field distribution.

DRA is under research for 3 decades, Researchers contributed 
enormous knowledge including more than 900 patents and 
multiple review paper [8-14] and 2 excellent books [15,16]. In India 
Dr. Debatosh guha and Cohort done lot of work in different feed 
mechanism and new mode excitation and dealt with fundamentals 
of DRA In this review we are not including this because most topics  

 
are already covered in previous reviews. Hence major focus is 
on biomedical application of DRA along with glimpse of few new 
structures and other applications of DRA.

Multi-functionality of Dielectric Resonator antenna: 
DRA inherent nature made it to be used for multiple activities in 
individual and also combined, such systems are discussed below:

Packaging and Dual Circuitry Function: KW Leung originally 
proposed the packaging application of Hollow RDRA following 
PoPov patented the idea of circular and linear polarization of 
packaged integrated DRA, Eng Kock Lim and Kwok Wa Leung [17] 
implemented this concept in integrating the active and passive 
elements into the hollow structure, He concentrated on rectangular 
DRA (RDRA) due to its mechanical simplicity and three degree 
design freedom to obtain varied parametric selection, Keller’s 
limitation to integrate the active element to the DRA overcame 
by them and it act as a antenna as well as a cover, this offer wide 
advantage like improving the noise reduction. Following in [18,19] 
demonstrated the relevance to both antenna well as filter and also 
as Oscillator and proved the dual functional capability of DR along 
with hollow structure they are exhibiting the tri functionality with 
effect of packaging. We knew the contrast requirement of antenna, 
filter and oscillator this was overcame by exciting DR in two 
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different modes namely TE01δ and HEM11δ that are orthogonal to 
each other thus two integrated circuits can be can separately tuned, 
and the construction in [19] is design to tune the filter and such 
multifunctional DRAF is suited for GPS Device. 

Aesthetic Antenna: KW Leung et al. [11] given enormous 
contribution to DRA, in review on the fundamentals like resonant 
frequency calculation, and major details on transparent antennas 
that are commercially purchased apple and swan shaped glass 
ware that contains lead oxide. This investigation serves as a proof 
that the decorative items can act as an efficient antenna; this 
idea is more psychologically inspiring. These are also applied in 
vehicles, building windows, computer monitors, solar photovoltaic 
panels and also as aesthetics, but on the defect note these 
transparent antenna made up of material like glass and acrylic 
act as substrate over which conductive film is printed previously 
using good conductors like copper but in order to retain the optical 
transparency transparent materials like indium tin oxide (ITO), 
fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) and AgHT-8,coated on the DRA like 
a patch this allows current to flow and thus the material act as an 
antenna but they are not efficient conductors comparatively [20]. 

After the proposal EH Lim [21] and KW Leung [22] transparent 
glass (Pyrex) DRA devoid conducting parts to resonate, and a 
hollow rectangular glass DRA that additionally serves as a light 
cover was investigated, Ceaselessly they exhibited its capacity on 
[23] focusing lens and antenna incorporated with solar panel of 
hemispherical shape. Recently [24] transparent low-permittivity 
polymer (acrylic) is placed on top of a silicon solar cell adhered 
with RTV silicone, glass protection with metals strips to tune to 
dual, narrow, wide and multi bands provided suits X-band satellite 
communications application.

Material and Structure Value in Application
  Material and geometry play the major role in determining 

the performance of antenna, apart from regular Cylindrical, 
Rectangle, Hemisphere new shapes like pentagon, tree, tilted, semi 
hollow cylinder, hollow cylinder and rectangle, pentagon are also 
investigated. Materials like Pyrex, alumina ceramics- (ZST, BST, and 
PZT etc.), polymers like acrylic sheet and many, fabrics like cotton 
and even liquid like ethyl acetate, water, and oil are investigated for 
different purpose like multiple band, wideband frequency, among 
them few applications are discussed below. A pentagon shaped 
DRA of both regular and irregular characteristics successfully 
excited by a single slot by Sathis K Sharma et al. [25] for wide band 
and multiband with resonant frequency of 2.42-2.61 GHz, 3.15-4.05 
GHz and 5-5.65 GHz respectively. L. Huitema used a technique on 
masking the part of DR with metal coating for the desired ultrahigh 
frequency of bands IV, V and GSM this reduce the cost of machining 
to modify the shape and also relies on the image theory technique.

Further discussed on a design of DRA using magneto-dielectric 
material which posses both magnetic and dielectric characteristics 

(εr=6.5, µr=3.7) on improving the impedance bandwidth, and 
covers the required UHF antenna [26]. Xiao-Chuan Wang et al. 
design of low profile RDRA in CNSS Bands 1&3 with right hand 
circular polarization of central frequency f1=1.268 GHz, f2=1.561 
GHz, using ceramic material by the cross arm etched in ground 
plane [27]. Y. Coulibaly et al. [28] designed antenna of 60 GHZ 
frequency which is apt for underground communication, but high 
gain is required to suit so CDRA was added with a superstrate 
which proved to enhance the gain that makes the antenna much 
suitable for the underground communication. In H Fayad [29] and 
P Record reported a semi hollow cylindrical shape of DRA. Difficult 
to manufacturing due to mechanical constrain of ceramics, the 
removal of the centre part will increase the bandwidth but the 
air gap create different resonant frequency thus the shape here 
contribute the dual frequency, Generally such gaps are filled with 
liquid or water depend on application requirement, there are also 
some investigation where the entire DR Material itself Liquid based, 
this is detailed in following section.

Liquid DRA: Liquid DRA is trending now due its less cost and 
high radiation efficiency and high permittivity in turn related to the 
miniature of device, Zhe Chen et al. [30] designed a combination 
of two different state of material (hybrid) which is of K9 glass 
and Liquid ethyl acetate, that is fill in a container fabricated using 
VEROBLUE RGD 840 by 3D printing and bottom is sealed with glue, 
to reconfigure the pattern of radiation of DRA. This is well suited to 
the system requiring static changes but there is lot of issues faced 
due to the hybridism so the authors in [31] reported the design 
with elimination of glass and clubbed two container. Recently in 
[32] investigated the hybrid effect of oil and water, interestingly to 
make the antenna tunable they used the principle of communicating 
vessels, however more investigation is required on this topic to 
improve their utilization in real world application. 

Radar: Here authors proposed a design that suitable radiate 
in frequency of radar thus considered for radar application. Idris 
Messaoudene et al. [33] used stacked DRA technique with different 
material like TMM10i (ε = 9.8) and BST (Ba0.8Sr0.2TiO3) of ε = 250 
for bottom and top respectively, similarly Massinissa Belazzoug et 
al. [34] is also designed two half cylindrical DRA that is of compact 
size excited by probe covers a large band including WLAN, X-band, 
and C-band with high radiation efficiency and becomes suitable 
for portable devices, body-centric Wireless Communications, and 
RADAR applications.

RFID: Hend A. Malhat et al. [35] investigated an elliptical 
dielectric resonator antenna (EDRA) for handheld RFID reader 
a trending application that used in production, logistics, supply 
chain management and asset tracking. The Far field coupling of 
RFID relies on the principle of Electromagnetic waves coupling 
that require antenna covering any one of the frequency bands 100-
500 kHz, 13.56MHz, 860-960 MHz, 2.45 GHz and 5.8 GHz, their 
proposed design that has achieved 66.7 MHz impedance bandwidth 
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(for S11<-10 dB) at resonant frequency of 5.8 GHz by using material 
(εr = 12) with coaxial probe feed in free space and using, the finite 
element method (FEM) and the finite integration technique (FIT), 
CAD model of device and human hand to simulate the investigation 
the performance of antenna in real environment.

RF Energy Harvesting: Advantageous DRA cannot be 
exempted from RF energy harvesting, few investigated on gain, 
power absorbed and incident angle and optimizing the parametric 
to identify best configuration that suits the purpose [36,37].

On Chip Antenna: On chip is the futuristic approach since a 
single chip itself act as device many trialed on this few details are as 
follows, Mai O. Sallam et al. [38] illustrated a method of fabricating 
the DRA in micro range using micromachining technique, JP Guzman 
et al. [39] offered a complete solution on packaging CDRA of 60GHZ 
frequency using laser cutting tool over the Alumina material, 
flipping it over substrate another technique is integration of silicon 
chip and silicon active element. This idea offers efficient packaging 
say the entire device size itself in 5mm×5mm. the review on these 
on-chip DRA is also given in [40]. However, first the integration 
of DRA on silicon substrate chip was performed by PV Bijumon 
[41,42] for 27GHZ.Here author along with general consideration 
suggested careful selection of size and shape and manufacturing 
technique also concerned with the choice of material, and even the 
glue that was used to integrate the DRA with the chip which have 
effect in permittivity of DR. one could evidence that how precise 
information has to be considered with developing a process. Glue 
less integration is also possible, LTCC and CMOS technique also 
available for on-chip manufacturing. 

Nano Antenna: Nano Antennas obviously operate at optical 
frequency, Chengjun Zou et al. [43] presented a review on the Nano 
DRA with sufficient basic concept discussed with the start of Nano 
DRA efficiency over the plasmonic antenna to the end of reasons of 
resonance break down and little description on future scope of field 
and related research work that has to be forwarded to implement 
the approach in real world application. A different structured Nano 
antenna is proposed in [44] that operate at 189 THz-194 THz with 
bandwidth of 2.58% and stand as a suitable candidate for optical 
applications in the C-band window of optical communications.

Small Ground: YM Pan et al. [45,46] investigated on the small 
ground plane and successfully registered the outcome without 
portentous effect on impedance matching, here the patch which 
is used for excitation is acting as ground this is much useful along 
if packaging application is considered, which is quite complex but 
not impossible. If such case is investigated the future of DRA apart 
from being a part of device will become entire device. In future 
the research might be in the name of Dielectric Resonator Device 
application.

Biomedical Application: A candidate like DRA with multiple 
inherent advantage is much suited for biomedical application. The 

radiation efficiency fit for telemetry application, This antenna is 
capable in producing millimeter waves involve in cell regeneration 
where so far this topic is not addressed using DRA and THz waves 
are hot topic in imaging and tumor detection, detail discussion is 
as follows. 

Wireless BAN: Concepts of Body area network, implantable 
antenna, wearable antenna equally interest scientist as in MIMO 
and LTE application, DRA also not exceptional to it. L. Nageswara 
Rao [47] designed a serpentine slot that is stacked with DRA and 
using single micro strip generate the frequency in MICS &ISM 
bands for medical application though there is lots of work has to be 
proceeded, this is a good start.

Textile based DRA for wearable Antenna: Mian Shahzad 
Iqbal, Karu P Esselle [48] also worked on wearable DRA which is 
simulated with muscle phantom with consideration of worn clothes 
using 3 different dielectrics mounted and excited using probe feed, 
antenna parameters are discussed but devoid SAR characterization 
which an important part when comes to interaction with human 
is lacking here. However Textile based DRA has been already 
patented. In SHH Mashhadi et al. [49,50] investigated on the textile 
based DRA, it is said so because the DRA of Bow tie Shape (TMM10i, 
ε=9.8), is placed above a fabric substrate here it is knitted cotton 
with buckram and metallic ground plane with a micro strip feed 
mechanism both of Aluminum fiber conductive yarn, the same 
configuration treated on human body and found acceptance. From 
his trial he contributed some factors that has to be consider for 
future application to develop that into device, those are as follows:

a) Choice of textile geometry such as it improves stability 
and also withstands any tough condition.

b) Matching techniques.

c) Studies on different fabric that offer better performance.

d) Suggested the kind of phantom for investigation. 

e) Apart from all the above the power source which is a 
separate topic of research also should be considered to make 
compact device. 

DRA in Imaging Application: Terahertz (THz) technologies 
apart from security screening and high-speed wireless data 
communications applies to the biomedical imaging [51,52]. 
When concerned to the biomedical application part THz wave is 
nonionizing, very safe technology for human tissues as compared 
with the X-ray and can image with high precision to the level of 
DNA, amino acids, proteins. Hence engineers are highly interested 
in device fabrication for THz frequency, with optimal gain so 
that there is pronounced reduction of noise is possible, since 
THZ radiated in small size antenna along with circuitry, there is 
requirement of integrating techniques like CMOS, however CMOS 
on-chip antennas exhibit low antenna gain and limited radiation 
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efficiency due to lossy silicon substrates and unfriendly metal back 
end of lines (BEOL). Though many techniques have been proposed 
to improve the on-chip antenna performance. The fabrication 
process involves higher complexity. 

So there was a trial proposed with believe that the DRA due 
to the appealing inherent quality will solve the issue. In [53] 
using 0.18-μm CMOS technology on low dielectric material with a 
high-Z silicon DR of rectangular shape is investigated, and it gave 
a considerable gain compared to the other antenna this is due to 
the directivity of DRA, similarly in [54], the flipped DR thermo-
compressively bonded to the CMOS chip, both technique realized to 
be worth for practical application in improving gain, furthermore 
the antenna with reduced size and permittivity is most effective 
in performance and also have the advantage of low cost and easy 
fabrication. So it is believed that THz imaging using DRA will 
replace the imaging technique.

Replacing component of MRI with DRA: The principle of MRI 
is based on the alignment of hydrogen nuclei due to strong magnetic 
field, and thus the tissue emit RF waves which is captured by the 
RF coil place near the object to be imagined, This part is replaced 
with DRA which take over the transceiver function in Transverse 
electric (TE) 01δ mode and hybrid electromagnetic (HEM) 11δ in 
ultrahigh field MRI. and two methods of double-tuning the ceramic 
resonator to proton (298MHz) and fluorine (280MHz) resonant 
frequencies at 7T this is reported in [55] and the major issue of MRI 
like B1 in homogeneities which is the defect of varied dielectric and 
conductive property of tissues of human body, previously it was 
compensated by placing dielectric pads at interface of patient and 
transmit coil this shows good improvement in homogeneity in body 
and neuroimaging at high field and Neuro-imaging in ultrahigh field 
MRI [56,57], and to improve signal intensity in the cervical spine at 
3T and in the inner ear at 7T .The solution to this issue is addressed 
in [58]. 

The inherent isolation capacity of DRA avoids the decoupling 
circuit, In addition to it the light weight and size which inversely 
related to the permittivity made it possible for miniature MRI 
equipment with little more consideration in advancement with 
respect to the packaging and the safety precaution that should be 
taken on the effect strong magnetic condition this can very well act as 
a portable MRI, with much reduced in homogeneities. It even avoids 
impedance matching with skin. For more experimental details refer 
[59]. By compensating the major component, with DRA is available 
with varied material with variety of configuration which is flexible 
by the preparation methods. An antenna configuration proposed in 
[60] is 4-by10 DRA array. The antenna size, including the feed and 
the waveguide to SIG transition, is 34mm×5mm, with high gain of 
19dB is suitable for imaging application.

DRA in Tumour Detection: Wei Huang and Ahmed A. Kishk 
in [61], designed a stacked DRA Array of in size of millimeter 
is by using the transmitting and receiving capacity of antenna in 

microwave range, this is designed so as the microwave emit the 
most towards the tissue and thus from varied nature of tissue the 
EM waves is reflected back to the antenna which is received by DRA 
thus it act as sensing device. One such investigation using H-shaped 
DR is presented in [62]. Some patents are also filed in the same 
category of application for e.g. refer [63]. With the knowledge of 
integrating DRA to sensors many application beyond biomedical can 
be performed like sensing the temperature, corrosion and pressure 
in environment some DR even act as humidity sensor and in DRA 
is investigated for concrete characterization. That sounds similar 
to the ultrasound device that is used to find cracks in building, but 
notice that both the principle of operation is entirely different; 
here this is mentioned as a comparative or even a compensative 
illustration.

Conclusion
Ginormous works have been done and happening in Dielectric 

resonator antenna to make it marketable product in various 
application due to its advanced nature, this article mostly covered 
the investigation based on application up-to-date. Intentionally 
general information is elaborated than the technical details due to 
already available bunch of technical in previous reviews. The major 
aim of this paper is to create a curiosity and multiple ways to the 
engineers to develop DRA based device for the future.
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